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Letter from Leadership 

Dear Northwestern, 
  
It has been a year since we published our first ever annual report, and in that time, we have 
launched Student Holding’s Bigger, Better Fundraising campaign, opened our first ever office 
space, and launched a new company! It has been a very exciting year for the organization, but as we 
look forward there is still much that we can accomplish and learn from. 
  
At the start of this year, Student Holdings leadership and board looked at our long-term vision for 
the organization. We had lofty goals and had many initiatives we wanted to work towards over the 
next three to five years. Some of those initiatives were launching a new business, investing in an 
official Student Holdings office space, compensating our members, hiring a full-time director, and 
establishing a competitive internship program. 
  
As this year comes to a close, the Student Holdings leadership team can say that we have 
successfully achieved many of these initiatives. In summer of 2018, we decided to launch a 
pickup/delivery laundry service that serves on-campus Northwestern undergraduates. We spent the 
next four to five months nailing down the operations of this business, and in January of 2019 
planned to launch a pilot in April and May. 
 
Throughout fall of last year, Elana Stettin (CEO FY2019) made it a priority to search and find a 
suitable home for Student Holdings. She was able to negotiate a two-year lease at 1940 Sherman 
Avenue which officially became Student Holdings home this past March. All meetings and 
business-related operations have been run out of the space since March, and we are looking 
forward to the new culture it will foster for future Student Holdings teams. 
  
And last but most certainly not least, we launched a performance bonus program for our members. 
Over the past year, it has been a goal of the Student Holdings board and leadership to properly 
recognize the work that members put into this organization. The team grappled with various 
different methods to compensate members but ultimately came to an agreement on a performance 
bonus program that rewards members of company teams for their hard work towards 
revenue/profit targets and quarterly long initiatives. By the end of May, we plan on giving out 
bonuses for the first time in four years. 
  
As we reflect back on this year, we owe a huge thanks to all our customers and key supporters 
inside and outside of Northwestern. We set long-term goals for the organization and accomplished 
several in only a year’s time. We have also worked to solidify and scale our core companies, 
NU|Tutors, Ink Tank, and RezEssentials, and over time are confident that these companies, in 
addition to our new laundry service, will be the key to a brighter Student Holdings future.  
 
The Student Holdings Leadership Team 
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Bigger, Better Student Holdings 

In December 2018, we launched Student Holdings first-ever fundraising campaign along with a 
three-year plan to transform Student Holdings from a student organization into an independent, 
student-run non-profit corporation. 
 
We’ve laid out the key steps of this transformation journey: 
 

• Spin out of NU and launch an independent 501(c)3 
• Launch new businesses to increase student involvement and solidify ties with NU 
• Establish physical space for collocation, community, and in-person interactions 
• Pay our students for their participation and the demands of business operations 

• Establish a highly competitive business internship program and enable year-round operations 
• Hire a full-time director to mentor student leaders and manage the health of businesses 

 
In June 2018, Student Holdings became a 501(c)3 tax-exempt not-for-profit organization, marking 
the first step on this journey. 
 
As of May 2019, we have raised over $10,000 from more than 50 Student Holdings alumni and 
supporters for the campaign. Thanks to this outpouring of support, we leased and opened Student 
Holdings’ first office and operations center at 1940 Sherman Avenue at the start of Spring Quarter. 
This is a big step for Student Holdings, and we couldn’t have taken it without the support of the 
Student Holdings community. 
 
Our other goal for 2019 is to launch our next business, laundry delivery. In April, we launched a 
pilot laundry service under our RezEssentials brand called RezLaundry. Students in Bobb- 
McCulloch, Elder and Sargent residence halls as well as in Delta Gamma sorority were able to order 
laundry service this spring. Working in partnership with Northwestern Residential Services, we plan 
to roll out our service to all Northwestern students living on-campus this coming fall. 
 
We will be continuing the Bigger, Better Student Holdings fundraising campaign throughout 2019 
and will be working to reach our goal of $50,000 raised. 
 
To learn more and to contribute today visit www.studentholdings.org/donate. 

 
Thank you, 
 
Bharat Rao (Chief Executive Officer) & Alex Onsager (Chairman of the Board) 
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2018 – 2019 Financials 

 
 Ink Tank NU|Tutors RezEssentials Total 
     

Revenue $33,416 $39,444 $15,899 $88,759 

Gross Profit $2,467 $15,984 $11,783 $30,234 

Net Income ($1,431) $9,360 $4,157 $12,086 
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NU|Tutors 

Highlights from the year 
Fiscal year 2019 was a busy one for NU|Tutors in 
developing new relationships, launching new 
products, and fine-tuning operations. NU|Tutors 
restarted its relationship with Evanston Township 
High School, proving to be a great partnership in 
giving back to the community and connecting with 
its leaders. Tutors made significant changes to its 
digital presence with a website redesign and 
expansion of paid-search marketing. These 
changes to the image of NU|Tutors coincided 
with the launch of a new SAT class service which 
we were able to execute in two successful sessions. 
Operationally, Tutors optimized the tutor 
matching process and reduced overall process 
time, resulting in improved conversion numbers. 
Supply-side problems during the summer with 
personnel posed a challenge to NU|Tutors but 
brought renewed focus to forecasting demand and 
hiring more strategically. Fiscal year 2019 was an 
exciting new direction for the company, as 
ambitious changes were implemented, and focus 
was renewed on expanding the presence of 
NU|Tutors in the North Shore community. 
 
 

40+ tutors 

750+ hours 
tutored 

90+ students 
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RezEssentials 

 
                                                                                                             

Highlights from the year 
FY2019 was a rebound year for RezEssentials. 
After a year without operations in FY2018, we 
made it our mission to reestablish the Rez brand. 
Our marketing efforts were driven primarily by the 
success of emails, social media, and a variety of 
university advertisements. The success of our 
marketing campaign was mostly represented by the 
sale of 100+ used fridges along with approx. 20 
printers – a complete sellout of inventory. The 
only shortcoming of the campaign was the 
underperformance of desk lamps, mattress pads, 
storage drawers, and vacuums. Apart from the 
reintroduction of marketing, the greatest success 
of FY2018 was the development of a new ops plan, 
which resulted in a 98% customer satisfaction. 
This year, RezEssentials plans to both increase the 
frequency with which and diversify the channels by 
which we interact with incoming students. We are 
looking to expand our marketing campaigns, 
improve our usage of social media sites, and learn 
from past failures in university advertising. These 
improvements, in addition to a new partnership 
with Bed Bath & Beyond, are projected to result 
in significantly greater revenue and profit. 
  
 
 

100+ fridges 
sold 

98% customer 
satisfaction 

~20 printers 
sold 
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Ink Tank 

                                         
 
  

Highlights from the year 
A year where Ink Tank sought to make their order 
process smoother, FY2018 saw numerous 
technological advancements within the company. 
Maintaining our great relationship with the 
Northwestern Licensing department, as well as 
with our Greek licensor Affinity, Ink Tank was 
able to produce high-quality gear to numerous 
groups at Northwestern University.  Ink Tank led 
a movement through our new online merchandise 
store, for Northwestern University’s rally to 
Indiana for their bid to the cup. This marked a 
new step forward for Ink Tank as the company 
now seeks to further use this platform. Ink Tank 
will be looking to expand to further markets such 
as Kellogg, whilst also promoting student-made 
designs through the merchandise store. Moving 
forward, Ink Tank is excited to continue with 
excellent service. The aim is to make ordering from 
Ink Tank an entire experience, as opposed to a sole 
transaction. We will always go above and beyond 
for our customers, and seek to emulate the 
successes of past years, while pushing the 
boundaries of our market – we are here to defy 
expectations. 
 

1700+ shirts 

25+  
organizations 

served 
 

 

      
 

Largest order: 
150 shirts 
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                               Leadership 

 
 
  

FY 2019 

 

Elana Stettin ’19 

Rachel Katz ’19 

Bharat Rao’ 20 

 

FY 2020 

 

Bharat Rao ’20 

Josh Golding ’20 

Daniel Ewnetu ’21 

Michael Benimovich ’19 Alex Groenendaal-Jones ’20 

John Novakovich ’20 Binayak Pande ’21 

Bernetta Li ’20 Radin Marinov ’20 

Josh Golding ’20 Jack Nagel ’20 

Mo Ran ’19 Bryant Wu ’21 

Jack Nagel ’20 Henry Forcier ’21 

Kevin Huang ’19 Owen Zhang ’21 

Kiley Jarymiszyn ’19 Mychala Schulz ’20 

Omkar Venkatesh ’19 Sherie Cheng ’20 

Milan Shah ’20  
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Members 

Ink Tank 
 

Ink Tank 

NU|Tutors 
 

NU|Tutors 

  

Binayak Pande ’21 Brandon Tang ’21 

Radin Marinov ’21 Savion Jean-Pierre ’22 

Min Kim ’20 Priyanshi Katare ’22 

Roberto Votto ’21 Camille Dupeyroux ’21 

Patrice Power ‘21  

  

Jack Nagel ’20 Peri Ehlman ’21 

Bryant Wu’ 21 Samantha Borja ’21 

Jay Patel ’20 Aarushi Seth ’22 

Pravika Joshi ’21 Charlie Hummel ’21 

Carina Ramos ’22 Nikhil Patel ‘21 
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Members 
 

Members 

RezEssentials 
 

RezEssentials 

Laundry 
 

Laundry 

      
  

Henry Forcier ’21 Mychala Schulz ’20 

Owen Zhang ’21 Rosie Li ’22 

Satvik Garg ’21 Paula Fernandez ’21 

Michael Gold ’22 Andrew Huh ’22 

Laith Kassisieh ’22 Rosie Li ‘22 

Cristina Barclay ‘22  

Sherie Cheng ’20 Emily Weintraub ’21 

Haadi Moochhala ’21 Cristina Barclay ’22 
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Graduating Seniors 
 

 
Graduating Seniors 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Elana Stettin 

Blake Maier 

Mo Ran 

Kiley Jarymiszyn 

Omkar Venkatesh 

Rachel Katz 
















































